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Abstract

In this paper, guidance law based on differential
geometry is proposed for UAV formation flight
and collision avoidance. The proposed guidance
strategy makes it possible for multiple UAVs to
avoid obstacle and maintain formation simultane-
ously. The decision making protocol determines
whether formation fleet preserves their geomet-
rical format during the manoeuvre of obstacle
avoidance or not. Differential geometry uses the
line of sight angle and relative velocity vector in-
formation, and therefore it may generate the ex-
cessive control input, which should be carefully
treated. To maintain the formation, formation re-
configuration strategy is developed to make guid-
ance command split the current formation up into
sub group and therefore guidance control is dis-
tributed to each group for collision avoidance.
Lyapunov candidate function is used to guarantee
the stability of the proposed guidance strategy.
Numerical simulation is performed to verify the
performance of the proposed formation reconfig-
uration and guidance strategy.

1 INTRODUCTION

Advances in technology have made it possi-
ble to utilize autonomous unmanned aerial vehi-
cles(UAVs) in teams to accomplish various mis-
sions. Especially, the small UAVs are capable of
performing a variety of tasks ranging from recon-

naissance to strategic attack. The use of fleets
of UAV instead of a single aerial vehicle offers
improved strategic return through longer baseline
observations, enables faster ground track repeats,
and provides a high degree of redundancy and
reconfigurability in the event of a single vehicle
failure. These benefits can be achieved at the ex-
pense of more stringent requirements on fleet co-
ordination.

Since it is not easy to develop the algorithm
which satisfies formation keeping and collision
avoidance performance at the same time, lots of
research are performed separately. Especially,
numerous research studies have been done for
conflict detection and resolution. [1], [2] inves-
tigated the application of differential geometry
to UAV Conflict Detection and Resolution(CDR)
algorithm for non-cooperating intruders. Whilst
there exists region which the UAV cannot resolve
due to its physical and operational limitations as
every CDR algorithms have, the resolution guid-
ance can find the region and prove local stability
using Lyapunov theory. Besides, [3] used well-
known proportional navigation guidance law to
guide the follower UAV to the desired position
using a velocity command. Also, researchers
proposed the minimum maneuver radius for the
leader UAV to prevent deformation by the ex-
cessive maneuver of the leader. In [4] and [5],
a collision cone approach is used to predict any
possible collision with the obstacle. If neces-
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sary, an alternate aiming direction is computed
for reactive obstacle avoidance of UAVs. They
extended algorithms for collision avoidance with
both non-cooperative as well as cooperative en-
vironments. In [6], the authors considered a het-
erogeneous multi-UAV system using the nonlin-
ear 6-DOF rigid body dynamics involved in close
formation flight which has versatility to handle
any formation geometry (V-type, echelon type,
etc.)

In this paper, for the formation flying to
the goal point, differential geometry guidance is
adopted to avoid collision with non-manoeuvring
obstacle. The proposed guidance strategies at-
tempt to quickly align the velocity vector of the
vehicle along the aiming point, which ensures
quick reaction for the safety of the vehicle. When
it comes to inevitable collision, formation is di-
vided into subgroup and reconfigured. Escap-
ing from the crisis of collision, reconfigured sub-
group keeps tracking the goal point. Decision
making procedure, which judges whether or not
(i) fleet is under the risk and (ii) formation pat-
tern is preserved, plays a key role in this process.
In this study, five manoeuvering UAVs and non-
manoeuvring obstacle is considered in the numer-
ical simulation.

The rest of this paper is addressed as follows.
First, section 2 deals with problem formulation
including definition and assumption. Section 3
provides the decision making process with accel-
eration limit. Section 4 discusses the formation
reconfiguration process, and section 5 describes
the stability issue of the proposed guidance al-
gorithm. Section 6 shows the simulation results.
Concluding remarks are given in section 7.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Definition and Assumption

Several definitions and assumptions are pro-
posed, which will be used in this study.
First, it is assumed that collision occurs when
the distance between the vehicle is shorter than
safety radius Rp. Note that the collision be-

tween UAV and obstacle is only considered in
this study. It is also assumed that each vehicle
in formation has enough safety range initially,
and common guidance command is distributed to
each vehicle to preserve formation pattern.
Second, V-shape formation pattern is adapted
which is complex of echelon formation and
agents are arranged diagonally. Tactically, ech-
elon formation is used to provide each vehicle
in the formation an excellent range of vision. In
particular, it is commonly employed by combat
aircraft, where the close, streamlined flight for-
mation can allow the planes to reduce fuel con-
sumption by “surfing" the updraft created by the
wingtip vortices of the aircraft ahead.

Let us consider point mass in 3-dimension
to verify the proposed formation reconfiguration
guidance.

ẋ = V cosγ cosψ

ẏ = V cosγ sinψ

ż = V sinγ

V̇ = 0
γ̇ = (γc− γ)/τγ

ψ̇ = (ψc−ψ)/τψ

(1)

where the state vector X = [x,y,z,V,γ,ψ]T de-
notes the inertial position (x,y,z) of the UAV, the
ground speed, heading angle, and flight path an-
gle, respectively. The control input vector U =
[γ,ψ]T denotes heading angle, and flight path an-
gle command, respectively. Let us assume that
the ground speed of UAV is constant during the
flight, and UAV obtains the position and velocity
vector information using communication equip-
ment and sensors.

2.2 General Concept of Collision Avoidance
with Formation Keeping

Let us consider the case that all of the agents
avoid obstacle preserving formation format. In
order to keep the formation, differential geometry
(DG) control command from leader UAV may be
applied to every vehicle at the same time. How-
ever, it can cause collision between followers and
obstacle. Figure 1 shows the concept of differen-
tial geometry for the collision avoidance. In Fig.
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Fig. 1 Collision Avoidance via Differential Ge-
ometry

1, the solid black lines present velocity vectors
of each vehicle. The dotted black lines show the
trial desired velocity vectors, and the dotted red
lines are the final desired velocity vectors.

Using DG control command for each fol-
lower UAV can cope with the collision as follows.

1. With the DG command of leader vehicle,
decision of the direction can avoid colli-
sion.

2. There are two possible cases.
Case 1) If the leader selects left turn, DG
control command of the rightmost follower
is applied to every vehicle.
Case 2) If the leader selects right turn, DG
control command of the leftmost follower
is applied to every vehicle.

This type of control scheme is reasonable when
the formation shape is triangle type. If the de-
sired vector, which is the outermost from the se-

lected formation pattern is a priorily known, then
it is possible to manage the decision making ap-
propriately.

All of the agents cannot avoid obstacle while
preserving formation format, since the veloci-
ties cannot exceed the minimum and maximum
velocity or reduce below the minimum velocity.
Also, the limitation of maximum angular rate can
influence on the collision avoidance manoeuvre.

2.3 Completeness of Collision Avoidance
Guidance

In the previous research on DG based guidance,
collision cone approach is used to predict any
possible collision with the obstacle. And, if nec-
essary, an alternate aiming direction is computed
for reactive obstacle avoidance of UAVs.[4]-[5]

ouθ
roθ

obsv

uavv

v
ruθ

ouθ

roθ

obsv
uavv

v

ruθ

Fig. 2 Velocity relationship geometry

As shown in Fig. 2, the angle information be-
tween velocity vector of UAV and velocity vector
of obstacle can be obtained. In Fig. 2, a circle is
defined by UAV velocity vector. The velocity and
relative velocity of UAVs can be expressed as fol-
lows

vuav = v+vobs
vuavtuav = vt+ vobstobs

tuav = αt+β tobs

(2)

where tuav and tobs denote the unit vector tangent
to UAV and obstacle velocity vector, respectively,
vuav and vobs denote the magnitude of the corre-
sponding vectors, and

α =
v

vuav
, β =

vobs

vuav
(3)

From Fig. 2, the relative velocity angles are
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given by
θou = θu−θo
θru = θu−θr
θro = θo−θr

(4)

where θu and θo are the heading angles of the
UAV and obstacle, and θr is the relative velocity
angle. The sine and cosine rules on the velocity
vectors give

sinθru = β sinθro

cosθru =±
√

1−β 2 sinθru
2 (5)

Using sine rule, we have

v2
u = v2 + v2

o−2vvo cosθro

v = vo cosθro±
√

v2
u− v2

o sinθro
(6)

Therefore, the magnitude of the desired relative
velocity vector v̂ can be represented as

v̂ = vo cos θ̂ro±
√

λ (θ̂ro)

λ (θ̂ro) = v2
u− v2

u sin2
θro

(7)

where θ̂ro = θo− θ̂r. Note from Eq. (7) that is
possible to derive the desired relative velocity
vector, which is tangent to the sector of obstacle,
when the speed of obstacle is not faster than that
of UAV.

3 DECISION MAKING PROCESS IF AC-
CELERATION IS OVER THE LIMIT

Let us consider Vmin and Vmax which are con-
stant limitation on UAV velocity, according to
stall speed and physical engine limit of aircraft.
The acceleration acent , a centripetal force at out-
ermost vehicle, can be expressed as

acent =
V 2

FLN
RFLN

(8)

where VFLN is the velocity of leader UAV, and
RFLN is the longest radius of the outermost UAV.
The aircraft FLN means the n-th level vehicle in
left branch. The constraint condition for the out-
ermost vehicle can be related to the velocity and
the radius of the leader. That is, the acceleration

of the outermost vehicle should have the follow-
ing limit.

acent =
V 2

FLN
RFLN

≤ f (VL,RL,Vmax) (9)

O
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LNF

LiF RiF

RNF
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ψ
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Fig. 3 Circular path for rotation manoeuvre

Now, let us consider the circular path as
shown in Fig. 3. Using the trigonometry rule
with OLFLN , the longest radius RFLN can be cal-
culated as follows.

R2
FLN = R2

L +ρ
2
T −2RLρT cos(B+2ψ) (10)

where ψ
.
= π

2 −φ when b� RL, and ρT = ρ1 +
ρN . In order to maintain the formation pattern, all
the angular velocity of each vehicle should sat-
isfy the following relation.

VL

RL
=

VFLi

RFLi
=

VFLN

RFLN
(11)

where VFLi and RFLi are the velocity and radius
of i-th follower, respectively.

From Eq. (11), we have

VFLN =
RFLN

RL
VL ≤Vmax (12)

Squaring of both sides gives

R2
FLN

R2
L

V 2
L ≤V 2

max (13)
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Converting the left term into acceleration term,
we have

RFLN
R2

N
V 2

L ≤
V 2

max
RFLN

RFLN
R2

L
V 2

L ≤
V 2

max√
R2

L+ρ2
T−2RLρT cos(ψ+2φ)

(14)

Therefore, the following condition is obtained.

aFLN ≤
V 2

max√
R2

L +ρ2
T −2RLρT cos(ψ +2φ)

= aLimit

(15)
Rotation radius can be given with a current ve-
locity and acceleration command as

RL =
V 2

L
acmd

(16)

If the generated acceleration command for the
outermost vehicle exceeds the limit value of Eq.
(15), the given formation should be dissolved to
avoid the collision. In the subsequent section,
a formation reconfiguration process will be
discussed.

4 FORMATION RECONFIGURATION
PROCESS AND GUIDANCE TRANSI-
TION

4.1 Formation Reconfiguration Process

DG control command for a proper vehicle can
deal with the collision avoidance and formation
keeping issues at the same time. Figure 4 shows
the formation reconfiguration process when the
acceleration command is over the limit.

1. When collision avoidance manoeuvre for
a leader decides right turn, all vehicles
should use the same DG command for
UAV 4 in Fig. 4.

2. If DG acceleration command for UAV 4
exceeds the limit, (aFLN > aLimit),

(a) UAV 1, UAV 3, and UAV 5 switch the
input acceleration command to DG
command for the leader.

(b) UAV 2 and UAV 4 are separated from
the formation and perform the obsta-
cle avoidance manoeuvre as a new
sub group. New input DG command
for the outermost vehicle, UAV 2, is
applied to UAV 2 and UAV 4.

UAV3UAV2

Fθ

pr

UAV1

UAV4 UAV5

Obstacle

2t 1t

Fig. 4 Disjoint of 6 UAVs Formation fleet

4.2 Guidance Transition

The information of obstacles, for recognizing the
obstacles as the object for collision avoidance,
can be acquired by the following radar signal ζ .

ζ =

{
1 i f Rou ≤ Rrcg
0 i f Rou > Rrcg

(17)

where Rou is relative distance between the obsta-
cle and UAV and Rrcg. Note that Rrcg is prede-
fined recognition range. After detecting the ob-
stacles, the final guidance command for i-th UAV
is generated as follows.

ui =

{
uG1 i f ζ = 1
uG2 i f ζ = 0 (18)
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where, uG1 is a guidance command for the col-
lision avoidance via DG, and uG2 is a guidance
command for tracking the goal point. Note that
uG1 is the input for the collision avoidance,
uG2 is the goal point tracking guidance com-
mand, which are generated by classic guidance
controller using position and flight path angle
information.

• 3-dimensional expansion
Until now, guidance law based on DG in 2
dimensional XY plane is explained. Due to
symmetry, the guidance problem in XY plane
with control input ψ and the one in YZ plane
with control input γ can be easily handled in
same manner.

5 STABILITY ANALYSIS WITH DG

Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram for avoid-
ing the obstacle using DG. The turning direction
r2 of UAV 2 can be decided by comparing φ and
γ . Now, let us analyze the stability of the guid-
ance law via differential geometry. Let us con-
sider the following Lyapunov candidate function.

V = 1
2θ 2

e (19)

where θe = θ̂r − θr, and θr and θ̂r are the cur-
rent relative velocity and desired relative ve-
locity angles of UAV, respectively. The stable
guidance command should satisfy the following
condition.[1]

θ̇eθe ≤ 0 (20)

From Eq. (5), we have

θru = sin−1(β sinθro)

θ̇ru =± β cosθro√
1−β 2 sin2

θro
θ̇ro

(21)

or,
κ(θro) =±κ(θro)θ̇ro (22)

where κ(θro) = ± β cosθro√
1−β 2 sin2

θro
satisfies the

following relation.

−β ≤ κ(θro)≤ β (23)

Fr

γ

cδ

pδ
pR

φ

2l 2r

pr

0d

UAV1 UAV2

Obstacle

v
2ˆ rv

sθ

Fig. 5 How to avoid obstacle with DG

If UAV velocity vu is larger than the obstacle
velocity vo, then the sign of κ(θro) depends on
the angle θro as

κ(θro) =
β cosθro√

1−β 2 sin2
θro

sign{cosθro} (24)

From the above equations, the following equation
can be obtained

θou = 180−θru−θro
˙θou = ˙θru− θ̇ro
˙θou + θ̇ro = ˙θru

θ̇u− θ̇r =−κ(θro)θ̇ro
=−κ(θro)(θ̇o− θ̇r)

θ̇u = (1+κ(θro))θ̇r−κ(θro)θ̇r

(25)

In this study, it is assumed that the obstacle is not
moving, and therefore we have

θ̇u = (1+κ(θro))θ̇r (26)

Since θ̇u ≤max[(1+κ(θro)θ̇r], the following re-
lation is obtained.

˙̂
θu ≤ (1+β )max[ ˙̂

θr] (27)
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From Ref. [1], the following relation can be de-
rived.

max[ ˙̂
θr]≤

v√
d2

0−R2
p

(28)

From Eq. (20) and Eq. (28), a heading angle rate
can be represented as

θ̇u =
(1+β )v√

d2
0−R2

p

sign(θe)+Kθe (29)

where K > 0, and sign(θe) =
|θe|
θe

. Finally, we
have

V̇ = θ̇eθe

= [ ˙̂
θuθe−max[ ˙̂

θu]sign(θe)θe]−Kθ 2
e

≤ 0
(30)

Therefore, for the cases that the obstacle does not
move, the proposed guidance command based on
the differential geometry guarantees the obstacle
avoidance.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

Numerical simulation is performed to verify the
performance and reliability of the proposed for-
mation reconfiguration algorithm. Initial forma-
tion pattern is V-shape, and a leader UAV is the
one in vertex. As shown in Fig. 6, forma-

Fig. 6 Trajectory of UAVs with obstacle - forma-
tion preserved

tion fleet of 5 UAVs is preserved since DG com-
mand for the outermost vehicle does not exceed

Fig. 7 Relative distance between UAVs and ob-
stacle - formation preserved

the limit in Eq.(15). Note that the black point
in the center of the figure denotes the guidance
transtion moment from the avoidance guidance
to the goal tracking one. Figure 8 shows the tra-
jectory of each UAV for the collision avoidance
to the obstacle. Note that UAV 2 and UAV 4 are
separated from the initial formation fleet. In ac-
cordance with the formation reconfiguration pro-
cess, UAV 2 becomes a new leader of sub-group
consisting of UAV 2 and UAV 4. Figures 7 and 9
show the relative distance between UAVs and ob-
stacle for the formation preserving case and sep-
arting case, respectively. Safety radius of each
vehicle is sustained faithfully.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Formation reconfiguration process is proposed
to achieve the formation keeping and collision
avoidance simultaneously. Proposed differential
geometry based guidance strategy makes it pos-
sible for multiple UAVs to avoid colliding with
the obstacle while keeping the given formation.
The proposed decision making protocol makes
the formation flight preserve their geometrical
format during the obstacle avoidance without col-
lision between UAVs. For the case that forma-
tion cannot be maintained, formation reconfig-
uration strategy is used to make command split
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Fig. 8 Trajectory of UAVs with obstacle - forma-
tion separated

the current formation up into sub group and dis-
tribute a guidance control to each group for colli-
sion avoidance. Lyapunov stability theory is used
to analyze the stability of the guidance strategy
based on differential geometry. Adaptive colli-
sion avoidance and 3-dimensional approach will
be performed as a further study.
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